Application Note
GeoTexture - Advanced Side Scan Data Processing
KONGSBERG GEOACOUSTICS GeoSwath Plus - Side Scan Data Processing
GeoTexture and GeoSwath Plus
The GeoSwath Plus wide swath bathymetric sonar
simultaneously acquires bathymetry and geo-referenced side
scan data. The system attitude (roll, pitch, heave, heading)
and the sound velocity profiles are also recorded. This
combined information allows the normalisation algorithms
in the GeoTexture software to produce high contrast side
scan mosaics without typical artefacts that often result from
motion, spreading, attenuation and incident angle dependant
backscatter. The normalised mosaics are the basis for
reliable and repeatable seabed classification.
Optimum side scan data products are achieved by
combining GeoSwath Plus with the GS+ and GeoTexture
software suites.
Side scan data processing workflow

Step 2: Quick mosaic creation and
identification of target areas
Side scan lines are slant range corrected and mosaiced
in GeoTexture. The results are exported to GS+ for data
visualisation and assessment for further processing.

Step 3: Beam pattern and seabed
response identification
Side scan data records are influenced by the transmitted
beam pattern and the received seabed response. In order
to normalise the data, these two contributions must be
separated using the data from the target areas.

Step 1: Data extraction and bottom
tracking
Side scan data is extracted using the GS+ software. The
seafloor position is tracked in GeoTexture using automated
algorithms and manual editing.

GeoTexture - Advanced Side Scan Data Processing

Step 4: Side scan normalisation
Data normalisation is the process of applying corrections
to the data for range, beam pattern, seabed response, vessel
motion and local slopes.

Step 5: High contrast mosaic generation
High contrast mosaics are produced, which are free
from artefacts resulting from vessel motion and sonar
characteristics.

Step 6: Feature set extraction
Supervised texture characterisation is performed on
the high contrast mosaic. A set of features, reflecting
characteristic side scan bottom types, is extracted.

Step 7: Seabed classification
When ground truthing is available, the final classified
image of the seabed becomes meaningful and ready for
interpretation. The characteristic side scan bottom types are
linked to actual bottom types.
Step 8: Classified mosaic
Classified mosaics are available for visualisation in GS+
software.
Classified - Bottom types
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Barrets Reef, Wellington, New Zealand, Shallow Survey
Conference, 2013, Common dataset
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